INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic force and moment which act on a missile in free flight are assumed to depend on the attitude of the missile with respect to its air velocity vector and on the motion of the missile. For this reason the usual coordinate systems with axes numbered 1, 2, 3 are located * on the missile so that their 1-axes coincide with the missile's axis of rotational symmetry. If r (-, c2' t3) andhl-(OP'd1 2 ,fd 3 ).are the angular velocities of the missile and of the coordinate system with respect to an inertia system then w =d12 and w3 =X3° The coordinate system can then be completely determined by the specification ofZ1¾ and an initial orientation of the 2-axiso There are at least three different choices which are at present in use. They are.
1. Missile-fixed coordinates 1 (
which are used by aerodynamicists for the specification of the force system and for studies of the implications of symmetry on the aerodynamic force and moment; 2o Kelley-McShane or non-rolling coordinates 2 (n2 -0 and 2 axis initially orientated in the horizontal plane) which are used in their theory of the yawing M0to of smetric miss-ls; angle of rotational symmetry equal to 2w
where p is the air density v .1.
is dimensionless spin and the K's are ballistic U 1 cofCficients defined by tile above equations.
Note that since Eqs. (2) and (4) are relations between two-dimensional vectors the equations are independent of the selection of -%. and thus are valid for the three coordinate systems.
Although this ballistic force system has seemed perfectly satisfactory to the ballistician, the aerodynamicist 5, 6 has worked for some time with teris ianvol-ing the time derivative of k as well as ternis in X and These additional derivative terms are measures of the past history of the the missile's motion or lags in the flow development about the missile. As we shall show, the inclusion of these new terms and the requirement of consistent center of mass transformation require the introduction of additional terms in the time derivative of o. These terms in the derivative of t also appear quite naturally in Ref. 8 and 9 where slender body values for all non--Magnus coefficients are calculated.
In this report we shall introduce two new variables which are related to the cross acceleration and cross angular acceleration and investigate their effect on the yawing motion, the swerving motion, and the center of mass transformation.
Since this generalized ballistic forbe system has a one-to-one correspondence to the complete aerodynnimic System, the relations between them as well as the slender body values for the nbn-Magnus coefficients can and will be stated.
THE NEW VARIABLES
The linear acceleration vector, t, and angular acceleration vector, can be expressed.ih.terma of the linear and angular velocity vectors by the relations-
The dimensionless cross linear and cross angular acceleration vectors can be written as
where primes indicate derivatives with respect to non-dimension0l arc length t u 1 1 ~p ".. dr.
Our first choice for the new variables would be the dimensionless cross linear and cross angular accelerations. But an examination of Eqs.
(7 -8) shows a basic handicap in this selection. If we did take these to be our additional variables in the force and moment expansions,, o1r first step in deriving the equations of motion would be to make use of Eqs. (7 -8) to obtain equations of motion in X, k, X', and 4'. But then coefficients of X and [ would be unnecessarily complicated by contributions from the coefficients of the new variables .
Since we would prefer to retain the convenient form of Eqs. (1 -4) , an important feature of any selection for new variables should be that they be two dimensional vectors. In order to insur-,e this property, a closer examination of our idea of a vector is in order. By a vector we mean a quantity for which certain operations are defined (multiplication by scalar, addition and subtraction, vector and scalar products) and which is represented in a coordinate system by a set of numbers which transform in a prescribed manner under a coordinate system transformation. In In Eqs. (7) and (8) we see that the quantities XI and ' :appear. These quantities are complex numbers whose real and imaginary parts are the derivatives of the components of two dimensional vectors. A natural question to ask is whether these complex numbers also represent two dimnsional co.
we differentiate Eq. (10) and rey;mber that V is not necessarily constant,
Thus we see that X and 1 do not •in general represent vectors.
A possible objection to the above stateqpnt miqkt be based on the observation that by means of Eqs. (7 -8) , X and lk can be written as linear xombinations of vectors and, therefore, they must represent vectors themselves. Now a linear combination of vectors is a summation of vectors multiplied bl, scalars where scalars are quantities which are represented in a co'ordinate system by a number which is invariant under coordinate system cransformationso-L, which appears in Sqs. (7 -8) , is defined to be the axial component Of the angu3ar velocity with respect to an inertia system of the coordinate sy•tem in which these equations are expressed, and, hence, can change under a coordinate system transformation. (Note that the only coordinate transformations which are allowed are given by Eq. (10). ) Thus we see that V' and J' are not really equal to linear combinations of vectors.
If we rearrange Eqs. (7) and (8),
+M. il-l (12) Iul Ul
Here the quantities on the left sides of Eqs. (12 -13) are vectors because they are equal to linear ?ombinaVions of vectors. We also notice that these quantities reduce to X and p respectively in non-rolling 6oordinates which are equivalent to the fixed-plane coordinates for small yaw (JN 0). For this reason we will call them fixed-plane derivatives.
The aerodynamicist who usually deals with configurations without rotational symmetry prefers to make use of the missile-fixed coordinates, and, therefore, makes use of derivatives in those coordinates.
If we subtract ivr and ivlt from both sides of Eqs. (12) and (13) respectively we would have these missile-fixed derivatives-.
In the table we show how these two sets of variables, fixed-plane and missile-fixed derivatives, appear in these two coordinate systems.
TABLET. I Fixed-Plane Missile-Fixed Coordinates
Coordinates
The first observation olte can make from this table is that for the usual cases with which with aerodynamicist deals, namely where the spin is small*(v<l), the differences between the two definitions are small terms of second order and can be neglected.
For rapid spin the case is quite different.
Since the treatment of rapidly §pinning models which do not possess rotational symmetry is very difficult and as far. as the authors know has not as yet been completely considered, we will restrict ourselves to missiles possessing trigonal or greater symmretry. This is the case in which the ballistician is most interested and for this case the fixed-plane derivatives possess two advantages:
1. Almost all aerodynamic force and moment measurements made in either wind tunnels or free flight ranges are essentiAlly made in fixedplane coordinates.
As can be seen from the table if we made use of missile-fixed derivatives, the non-derivative coefficients would be modified and unnecessarily complicated by contributions from the coefficients of these new terms.
This objection is quite similar to the one we raised against the use of the cross linear and cross angular accelerations.
2. In a theoretical calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients for a body of revolution the assurnptiop of no viscosity is usually made. Since in this case the air has no way of knowin'g whether the missile is spinning or not, the expansion of the force and moment in a coordinate system which is not rotating with respect to the air (fixed-plane coordinates) should not contain spin dependent terms. If we consider, for example, the expansion in fixed-plane coordinates of the cross force in terms of X and its missile-fixed derivative, then
From 
where C 1 and C2 are complex functions of the aerodynamic coefficients.
We know from the above considerations that (C1 -iVC and C can not be functions~ ~~ ocsr n(C-iC 2 ) an 2 cnntb functions of spin and, hence, C1 must vary linearly with spin. Similar observations apply to the transverse components of the moment and to the coefficients of 4 and its missile-fixed derivative. But this means that a theoretical development for a body of revolution based on the assumption of no viscosity will contain non-zero Magnus-like coefficientsi The fixed-plane derivatives avoid this difficulty.
We, therefore, select k, + 1-X and d + i-a. to be our new vari-
ables in the linear expansion of the aerodynamic force and moment. In order to consider implications of symmetry, we have to express the force and moment expansion in the missile-fixed coordinates** ( 19
•
In Refo 8 Sacks used missile-fixed coordinates in w4ich to calculate slender body coefficients but specifically 4efines a as a fixed-plane derivative. Strangely enough he does take q to be a missile-fixed derivative and, therefore, obtains non-zero values of Cypq and Cnpq for bodies of revolution.
• *Iii-the Appendix we develop the expansion of transverse force and moment for a missile with a plane of mirror symmetry but no rotational symmetry.
In the missile-fixed coordinate system these variables become X1 + ivX and ýt' + ivu. Now k' + ivX and ýi' + iv•t both transform under the symmetry transformation exactly as k and t respectively and hence the form of the dependence of the force and moment on the new variables should bp the same as that of X and j. We need only write the generalized form of Eqs. (2) and (4) and will use the subscript A for acceleration:
The dependence of the force and moment on a 1 and a, is absorbed by the K's.
For the dynamic equations derived in this report we will work in the nonrolling coordinate system JLI O and E sti and (6N will beom less complicated. As has been ruentioned before our ,,fixediplane derivatives" are actually non-rolling derivatives and are only equal to fixed-plane derivatives for small yawing motion. Eqso (J. 7 -20) . of the next section* are exactly true for any size of yaw when they are considered to be in the non-rofling system. We make u'se of the *fixed-plane coordinates* in this report mainly because they are easier to visualize.
EQUATIONS OF YAWING MOTION
For an arbitrary force system the equations of yawing motion for fL-0 may be written in the form 2, 10 Assuming that derivatives of coeffieients can be neglect and using (18) to eliminate vi. the result reduces to
(25b) g where the eight new symbols are defined in Table II. The upper case letters with the exception of G and E are selected in order to identify the moment coefficient which is the principal constituent. The quite formidable expressions above may be simplified by certain quite reasonable size assumptions. We assume that +. ,'
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If we neglect the small Magnus term in H, we see that .the only effect of the generalized force system is-the addition of -k 2 J to the real part of the coefficient of Vo., Since, in spark range work, -2 -2 k 2 JH is determined from this coefficient, we see that k 2 (JH -JMA) is.,the quantity actually measured. JH appears by itself only in G which gives risa to a very small component' of the yaw .of repose, and for this reason no inconsistency has been noticed in spark range firings.
Two important cases where the above assumptions do not apply are those of the airship and of the torpedo. In both of these cases 
THE SWERVING MOTION
By the swerving motion of a missile we will mean the displacement of the center of mass due to the action of the aerodynamic-force normal to the missile's axis. If 
An examination of Eq. (26) shows that the 15 is aplroximately X u•ituipiied by a J term and V' is at most X multiplied by a term.
As.yet no good measurement has been made of the coefficient of V and hence any determination of the coefficient of X t is very unlikely. If the coefficient of V ever is measured, it is important to note that it is (Js -J ) + v (-JXF "+ JFA) and not JS -ivJXF as would be expected under unmodified theory.
CENTER OF MASS TRANSFORMATIONS
An important aspect of the definitions of the aerodynamic force and moment is the dependence of the coefficients on the location of the center of mass. Although the aerodynamic force itself is independent of the location of the center of mass, the yaw X which appears in its definition is defined in terms of the velocity of the center of mass. The dependence of the moment coefficients is more complex since they relate to the aerodynamic moment about the center of mass and are associated with X.o We will first consider the effect on the unmodified force system of moving the center of mass a distance of q calibers along the missile axis.
(Positive' q will denote a movement toward the nose of the missile). All quantities relating to the missile with the new center of mass will be marked by an asterisk.
.i
Now if corresponding points of two models of the same configuratio$n, possess the same motion, the total aerodynamic force on each model is the same and the total a erodynamic2momnthen computed about corresponding geometric points will be the same .j, 
Since the angular velocity vector and the total aerodynamic force are independent of the location of the c.m., 
If we' differentiate Eqs. (32) and (34), we can obtain the following transformation relations for our new variables. (55)
S(52)
(57)
KXTA-q 1ýý
KT4 + q NM(58)
If the cross angular acceleration terms were neglected (KsA a KXFA M K A" N KA N 0), then the cross linear acceleration terms would have.to be identically zero in order to preserve the consistency of the ceniter of mass transformatins, i.e,. Eqs., -58).
Thus we see the necessity for these terms involving . + i u p.
Finally it should be recalled that-the only spark range technique for obtaining Kq, which has been used, is based on the measurement of Hence that which is actually calculated by this spark range technique is -K and not KS.
CORRE0SPONtNCE WITH AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
In this section we will define aerodynamic. coefficients in two coordinate systems, the standard missile-fixed and the fixed-plane, and deri'we the Telations between them and those of our generalized ballistic coefficients.,* The missile-fixed coordinates 4,17 will nhave force components (X, Y, Z) and moment components (L, M, N) .
irt the fixed-plane coordinates we will designate tke force components as (X, Y, Z) and the moment components as (L, M, N). The axial components for both systems are the same and are defined as -*-t should be emphasized that a simple linear expansion of force and moment in the fixed-plane coordinates:is only possible for a symmetric missile. This can be seen from an examination of Eqs. (A8-9) of the appendix.
p where V is the total velocity S is a reference area f is a reference length p is axial component of angular velocity (.* p=col)
If we limit ourselves to small yaw where V A ul, we see from comparing Eqs.
(60 -61) with Eqs. (1) and (3) that
For convenience in comparing the aerodynamic coefficients with the ballistic, we will expand the transverse force and moment in complex form. Since it can be shown that for a missile possessing trigonal or greater xotational symmetry, pairs of aerodynamic coefficients are related, we will exp 1 .icitly indicate such equivalent sets in this expansion by the symbols /, -± Cz) and (Cm ± Cn) which stand for either one of the quantities in- At this point we should indicate a third possible choice of coordinate system for aerodynamic coefficients. This would be a missile-fixed coordinate system where fixed-plane derivatives are used in the expansion.
The definitions fqr these coordinates could be obtained if ( From this discussion we can make these observations:
(1) Since 1 and X transform similarly under reversal of the 3 axis, the coefficient of 1, which is the constant term, and the coefficient of X have the same mirror symmetry properties.
(2)
Since a variable and its conjugate transform alike under the mirror transformation, their coefficients have the same properties. With these points in mind we can now write the expansion of transverse aerodynamic force and moment for a .missile possessing a plane of mirror symmetry.* From an examination of Eqs. (15) and (16) 
